
Designed for Citrix 

Manage all your Raspberry with just one tool 

Manage Wi-Fi network configurations 

Deploy software installation packages  

 

 

   

Turn your Raspberry into a
completely managed Thin Client

Agile4Pi makes all Agile features available on the 

Raspberry Pi 3 Model B and B+ platforms, it can be 

installed on Ubuntu MATE distribution and turns your 

Raspberry devices into real Thin Clients. 

Smart interface and access block to
configuration parameters 

Deploy security certificates and password
expiration management

Agile4Pi allows you to replace the Ubuntu desktop with 

a smart and controlled interface for the applications 

access. The user has access to the resources configured 

for him through a simple interface. Exclusive access to 

system parameters is reserved to the administrator, 

who may decide which configurations the user can 

access and block all undesidered operations.
Agile4Pi with Raspberry delivery a Full HD esperience 

with client-side video rendering.

Thanks to the complete integration of the Citrix Work-

space App, it guarantees total compatibility with Citrix 

Virtual Apps and Desktops, offering a high-performance 

workstation. Agile allows the security certificates distribution and 

the password expiration management.

Authentication via Wi-Fi and ThinMan
Login feature 
Agile allows you to take advantage of Wi-Fi network 

access to authenticate the user and grant access corpora-

te resources. With the joint use of ThinMan Login you will 

ensure security and instantly deployment a configuration 

profile to the device.

Quick and easy login with Smart Identity 
Smart Identity is an additional ThinMan Platinum 

module that allows users to access their devices and 

resources using a smart card. It is designed to work with 

many smart cards and readers: both with reading of the 

card through insertion (contact) and with proximity 

NFC  technology (contactless). Companies can count on 

the support of the mst common cards, like a company 

badge, saving on the purchase costs of new smart cards.

You can easily configure the access configuration to the 

Wi-Fi network and then distribute it to all endpoints.

Agile devices can receive third-party software installation 

packages in addition to dedicated configurations and 

updates to the Ubuntu MATE operating system. A very 

simple wizard included in ThinMan makes the process 

elementary.

Provide remote support on devices 
All Agile4Pi devices enjoy the remote support system 

offered by ThinMan. Help desk operators can launch 

remote support sessions directly from the console, 

without the need to resort to external tools, with great 

service time/ cost simplification and optimization.

Agile4Pi connects your Raspberry to ThinMan. With 

ThinMan you can monitor, configure and distribute 

software on your devices and automate any operation.



LicensingCreate your kiosks in a few seconds 
With Agile4Pi only 5 clicks are enough to create a 

customized full screen browser kiosk. From the 

information point to digital signage, with Agile you 

can create and control the kiosk in a simple and 

automatic way. With Agile4Pi the administrator can 

customize access to the browser, enabling or 

disabling the address bar and the navigation and 

search commands to the user. 

Agile4PI can be purchased as an annual lease fee per 

device. The price range is calculated in decreasing order 

as the number of licensed devices increases.

PRAIM  AGILE4PI

COMPATIBLE  HARDWARE

RESOURCES  MANAGER 

SUPPORTED  CONNECTIONS

Desktop  lockdown  with  Agile  Mode

Bginfo  customization 

User  settings  customization 

Agile  Mode  graphic  customization 

Certificate  manager

Video,  Mouse,  Keyboard,  Audio

Background  image,  Layout  colors,  Logo

Application  start  manager

Write  filter  manager

Wi-Fi  manager

Wi-Fi  Login

Browser  kiosks  creation

Full  USB  management

Hotkey  management

Connection  autostart 

SSH  Server

Remote  assistance 

Raspberry  Pi  3  Model  B 

Raspberry  Pi  3  Model  B + 

Google  Chrome

Local  applications 

VMware  Horizon  Client

Citrix  Workspace  App 

Ubuntu  MATE

SUPPORTED  OPERATING  SYSTEMS
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